QUIK DAVIT™ HEADS AND FAST KIT PARTS DO NOT FLOAT
You may want to tie a safety string onto the heads and other parts so they
cannot go overboard and sink.

FAST KITTM Installation Instructions
Care must be taken to ensure that these components are mounted securely.
The outboard motor MUST be removed prior to pulling the inflatable boat up and out of the water onto the
swim step.
Not for use in rough conditions or where significant wakes are present. Although this davit system
facilitates loading and unloading people and gear, care must be taken to ensure the safety of people
transiting to and from your dinghy. It is prudent to always expect the unexpected.
FAST KITTM Full Kit
153477
Fast Kit Shoes (2)
Fast Pins w/ Wire Lanyards (2)
Fasteners (8 sets)
Fast Pin Water Barriers (2)
First check to ensure all listed components are present in
your kit.
If parts are missing or if you need custom davit head
adjustments DO NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO THE STORE WHERE YOU BOUGHT IT. Work
directly with Forespar®.

Fast Kit™ Installation
1. The Fast Kit™ can be installed over the mounting holes of your
existing QUIK Davit™ heads – remove the davit heads and seal the
existing holes. For new installations, position the Fast Kit™ plate and
davit heads to line up with the pads installed on your inflatable boat.
Mark all five hole positions. Drill a 5/8” diameter hole about 1/2” deep in
the center inboard hole position Install the fast pin water barrier plug and
seal well. Drill 17/64” diameter holes for the four corner holes all the way
through the swim step.
2. Fasten Fast Kit™ plate to swim step. Insert the bolts provided (or
longer, if necessary) and attach them under the swim step with the
washers and nuts provided.
3. If the bolts provided are longer than needed, you should cut them to
length to ensure a clean installation and avoid protruding bolt ends.
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4. Attach the mounted davit head to your dinghy pad and use this to line up the second pad and davit
head. Attach the remaining davit head to the second pad to ensure accurate marking of the fastener
locations.
5. Wrap the fast pin lanyard around the base of the davit head once or
twice, as preferred. Insert the small loop through the split ring
completely to secure your davit head. Slide the davit into the Fast Kit™
plate and insert the pin completely into the hole. If the bolts provided are
longer than needed, you should cut them to length to ensure a clean
installation and avoid protruding bolt ends.
6. With the Fast Kit now installed, this low profile stainless steel
bracket/adapter system makes it easy to move around your swim platform and allows quick, easy
removal and storage of the davit heads.
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